Community

Community Space for our SDO and OSS community activities.

OPNFV and related community pages

This page is a landing point to help OPNFV members through the community processes for each of the projects which are included in the OPNFV frameworks we test. Each project has its own sub-page which includes release schedule, community contribution processes, key people in the project communities, and ideally in-flight work/issues which we are collaborating on in that community.

- OpenStack
- OpenDaylight
- Open vSwitch
- ONOS
- OpenContrail
- ONAP
- ETSI NFV ISG
- See also Multi-SDO-Open Source Information Modeling Collaboration
- IETF
- DPDK
- libvirt
- OEMU/KVM
- Linux kernel

We collect information on the release dates of these projects and collate them centrally, to help identify which are the ideal releases to include in OPNFV at any point in time.
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